
Log Wizard

        

      The Log Wizard is a one of a kind chainsaw attachment that turns your chainsaw 
   into an an amazing new tool. The Log Wizard gives you the freedom of time and the 
   value of creation.
   Simply attach the Log Wizard to any saw and it springs into action as a debarker, 
   planer, jointer, notcher or post sharpener     

   

        

     The Log Wizard is fitted with two 3 and 1/4 inch planer blades to give a wide 
 cutting surface on the log. These blades can be sharpened several times by a qualified 
 facility, or replaced with readily available replacement blades.   

        The Log Wizard's unique drum design allows for the easiest blade 
 transfer possible, saving you time and money. The single construction drum design 
 ensures a lifetime of hard work from the Log Wizard.     
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Log Wizard
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